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Abstract. Pali Samas words cannot be found in any dictionary. They are created by
placing Pali words that contain meaning after one another without changing their mor-
phemes or with changes in morphemes and pronunciation. Thus, Pali Samas words need
to be segmented back into their previously original words to obtain their meanings. This
research presents a novel approach to Pali Samas segmentation using bidirectional long
short-term memory to predict the splitting locations and applies the rules obtained from
Samas word segmentation to achieving correct meanings. For the dataset used in this
research, a total of 2,757 Thai Pali Samas words are used to further create 4,478 Samas
words through text augmentation. The results from the Samas word segmentation indicate
that the prediction for splitting locations has a weighted average of F1-score of 99.20%,
with 81.91% of the original words derived from reverse segmentation based on the rules.
Keywords: Bidirectional long short-term memory, Samas, Compound word, Pali Thai,
Rule base, Compound splitting

1. Introduction. Pali and Sanskrit are inflected languages, so letters at the end of words
indicate their functions and meanings. New Samas words are created by joining root words
before adding a new suffix. They are created by placing Pali words that contain meaning
after one another without changing their morphemes or with changes in morphemes and
pronunciation. Another challenging point in creating Pali and Sanskrit Samas words is
that they are not only generated by the conjugation of basic words but also derived from
the conjugation between basic and Samas words or Samas and Samas words into a new
word. The newly generated Samas words have not been listed in any Pali or Sanskrit
dictionary.

This study points out a segmentation method of Thai Pali Samas words which can
split and convert such words into root words using the bidirectional long short-term
memory (BiLSTM) technique in conjunction with word transformation rules. Because no
research has presented any machine learning technique for Thai Pali Samas segmentation,
to the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first study to introduce Thai Pali Samas
segmentation. Although the structures and characteristics of Pali are very similar to those
of Sanskrit, the research on Pali segmentation is rarely found. Sanskrit is still taught in
India, whereas Pali is still only used in many Theravada countries to disseminate Buddhist
teachings. Accordingly, Sanskrit research can develop in the Pali research field.

Regarding Pali and Sanskrit research, foreign researchers have developed Sanskrit lan-
guage processes in various fields, such as sentence segmentation [1], database creation [2,3],
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information retrieval [4], word form analysis [5], parts of speech categorization and func-
tion identification [6,7], and Sandhi word creation and segmentation [7-11]. Research on
Samas word categorizations has been performed [12,13]. For instance, a research focused
on detecting whether an input word is Samas or not [14]. Apart from Samas word detec-
tion and type classification in the Sanskrit language, Samas word segmentation [15,16] is
used to split Samas words, predict their type, and find their meaning.
At present, neural networks are often applied in natural language processes, such as

Sanskrit Sandhi segmentation models applying convolutional neural networks [10] and
recurrent neural networks [7,8]. The studies on natural language processes with Thai lan-
guage datasets are very challenging for researchers. Although there have been continuous
attempts to study this field, works on Thai language processes still have low-resource
datasets, especially those in special fields, such as Thai languages in prose poetry that
requires BiLSTM to extract entities from Sunthon Phu’s poem plays [17] or the use of the
machine learning technique to analyze the melodiousness patterns of Phra Aphai Manee
narrative poems [18]. Regarding other fields, such as the natural language process in the
form of Thai Pali letters, some remarkable studies have been performed, such as the study
on the machine translation system [19] and conversion of the Pali language into phonemes
[20]. In particular, our former work focused on the Sandhi Samas segmentation model
in the Thai Pali language [21] via BiLSTM for predicting the locations and patterns of
word transformation and applying the analyzed rules to correct the wrong words from
the Sandhi segmentation. However, it still does not cover Samas words in the Pali lan-
guage because the segmentation and rule-based analysis in [21] can segment accurately
and meaningfully words. Therefore, this study presents Thai Pali Samas word segmenta-
tion methods, which can segment and back-transform words into their original forms for
a more perfect word segmentation process in the future.

2. Methodology. This research uses 2,757 Thai Pali Samas words from eight Dhamma-
pada Atthakatha books in conjunction with the dataset preparation and validation by
an expert. All the aforementioned words are used as the database in this research for
studying Thai Pali segmentation. The overview of the research methodologies is shown
in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Research overview

2.1. Samas word segmentation pattern analysis. One of the single longest words
in the dataset of 2,757 different Samas words compiled by the expert can be divided into
seven words at maximum as shown in Table 1. Based on the analysis of Samas word
segmentation patterns, there are four types of Samas words.

2.1.1. Rule 1 pattern. The Samas words are segmented into two roots, which are correct
and have meaning and equal numbers of letters before and after segmentation, as shown
in Figure 2.

2.1.2. Rule 2 pattern. The Samas words are segmented into two roots, which are correct
and meaningful, but some letters are removed as shown in Figure 3.
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Table 1. Example of Samas and target words

Figure 2. Rule 1 pattern

Figure 3. Rule 2 pattern

Figure 4. Rule 3 pattern

Figure 5. Rule 4 pattern

2.1.3. Rule 3 pattern. The Samas words are segmented into two roots. The first root is
correct and meaningful, but the second root needs correction as shown in Figure 4.

2.1.4. Rule 4 pattern. The Samas words are segmented into more than two groups of
letters, and none are correctly identified as the targeted results because there is a link
between the vowel sound of the first root’s last syllable and the first syllable of the latter
root, according to the linking sound principle of the Pali language. Thus, the groups of
letters can link the sound between the syllables and convert them back to their original
forms as shown in Figure 5.

2.2. Text augmentation. The dataset of all Samas words compiled by the expert in-
cludes 2,757 words, which is quite sparse. Thus, there is a concept to create more Samas
words. The syllable sound link between the last syllable of the former root and the first
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Table 2. Link of the syllable sounds between two connected words into one syllable

syllable of the latter root, such as + (a + ā), will be converted into (ā) sound when
a clash of the syllables’ sounds occurs, as shown in Table 2.
This research creates extra Samas word data with the consideration of the possible

sound link using 869 Samas words (words that change their letters after being joined by
the root words) to create new Samas words. The method used is crossover augmentation
[22].
Figure 6 illustrates examples of Samas word formation. The first Samas word,

(rājān. ā), can be segmented into (rājā) and (ān. ā), whereas the second Samas
word, (desanāvasāna), can be segmented into (desanā) and (avasāna).
Accordingly, the two roots can generate new Samas words, namely, (rājāvasāna)
and (desanān. ā), respectively.

Figure 6. Example of a new Samas word creation

In this process, 869 Samas words changed the letters after being joined by the root
words. Because these Samas words are divided into two words, they can form 1,720 new
Samas words. The Samas text augmentation algorithm to create new words is shown
below.

Regarding the creation of extra 1,720 Samas words as mentioned in this section, the data
of class 0’s segmentation location prediction increase by 12,029 from the original amount
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of 22,370 words. Hence, the total data in class 0 are 34,399 words. Class 1 increases by
2,171 words from 6,176 words, totaling 8,347 words. Class 2 increases by 2,674 words from
103 words, totaling 2,777 words. Class 3 increases by 0 word from 449 words, totaling
to 449 words. Class 4 increases by 41,606 words from 64,674 words, totaling to 106,280
words.

2.3. Samas segmentation location prediction. A Samas word S has a total number
of letters |S| and any letters are S i. There are five classes of the possible segmentation
location, including class 0 = not a segmented location; class 1 = the location of the ending
word, which can be a vowel or consonant; class 2 = the location of a letter converted back
to its original form; class 3 = the letter that needs to be removed; and class 4 = the
location for expansion.

Figure 7(a) portrays a sample data preparation for predicting the segmentation location
of the Samas word (dhammassāmi), which has letter (s) that must be removed.
Figure 7(b) shows a sample data preparation for predicting the segmentation location of
the Samas word (dhammakathādi).

(a) Letters needing to be removed (b) Letters needing to be segmented in terms of
the sound

Figure 7. Sample data preparation for the prediction

2.4. Segmentation location prediction model. After the data augmentation, the
Samas words’ length is expanded to 34 letters, which is equal to the longest Samas word.
The words are encoded by converting them into integers, as mentioned in Section 2.3,
containing 43 letters used in the Thai Pali language. The integers are then converted
into a one-hot vector and inputted into a BiLSTM model to predict the segmentation
locations. The details and prediction model structure are shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Samas word segmentation location prediction model

There are 34 steps, which is equal to the longest Samas words. The embedding size
is 100, and there are 100 + 100 nodes in the BiLSTM. The hidden layer consists of 50
nodes and uses a recurrent dropout of 0.5 for the rectified linear unit function. Then the
data are transferred to the output layer consisting of five nodes. The activation function is
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softmax, the model is trained by the Adam optimizer with 1,000 epochs, and the learning
ratio starts from 0.001 with a batch size of 32.

2.5. Letter group classification. After Samas words are inputted and their letters
are predicted into the segmentation locations by the model, they will be classified in
groups to consider the spacing, displaying, and syllable segmentation based on the rules.
Accordingly, there are four groups of letters presented as follows.

• The group with ending letters and can be written by a regular expression, i.e., 0∗1:
There are letters predicted into Class 0 equal or up to 0, and they must be followed
by the letter predicted as Class 1. Accordingly, these letters will be followed by the
space mark when displayed.

• The group without ending letters and can be written by a regular expression, i.e.,

0+[ ∧23]: There is at least one letter predicted as Class 0, and the latter letters do
not have the letters predicted as Class 2 or 3. In other words, this group of letters
is only focused on the letters predicted as Class 0 – without the letters predicted as
Class 2 or 3. These letters will not be followed by a space mark when displayed.

• The group of letters that require sound segmentation and can be written by a regular

expression, i.e., 2+: There is at least one letter consecutively predicted as Class 2
twice. If the segmentation location prediction detects these Samas letters, the sound
segmentation rules will be applied.

• The group of letters that must be removed and can be written by a regular expression,

i.e., 3+: There is at least one letter consecutively predicted as Class 3 twice, and
this group will not be displayed.

As shown in Figure 7(a), the Samas word “ ” (dhammassāmi) that passes the
segmentation location prediction will be classified into the groups of letters by regular
expressions. They are classified into three groups, namely “ ” (dhamma s sāmi),
but the “ ” (s) group needs to be removed. Therefore, the final result of the letter group
classification process is “ ” (dhamma sāmi) as shown in Figure 9(a).
In Figure 7(b), the Samas word “ ” (dhammakathādi) that has been predicted

is classified into four groups of letters, i.e., “ ” (dhamma kath-ā di), as shown in
Figure 9(b). The third group only has one vowel “ ” (-ā), which is predicted as a letter
requiring the syllable sound segmentation rule for segmentation into two sounds (the last
syllable of the letters “ ” (kath-) and the first syllable of the letters “ ” (di)).

(a) Letters that need to be removed (b) Letters that require sound splitting

Figure 9. Example of letter group classification

2.6. Syllable sound segmentation. Syllable sound segmentation is applied to deter-
mining the sound of the link syllables. The sound of the two syllables is linked into one
syllable. This process will be implemented when there is a group of letters’ sounds that
needs to be segmented, as shown in Figure 10.
To present the syllable sound segmentation rules of Figures 11 and 12 in the most

understandable way, all groups of letters will be represented by colors: blue (dotted
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Figure 10. Samas word segmentation processes

border) represents the group without ending letters, yellow (no border outline) represents
the group needing syllable sound segmentation, and green (bold border) represents the
group with ending letters.

2.6.1. 1st rule for syllable sound segmentation. The rules for the group of letters that
consist of an ending letter at the beginning and the group of letters that consists of an
ending letter at the beginning (Figure 11) have four criteria.

• If “ ” (-o vowel) is in a vowel form and followed by a consonant (X represents
a consonant), segment it into syllable sounds “ ” (o vowel) consonant or “ ” (u
vowel) consonant by referencing from Thai Pali dictionaries.

• If it is “ ” (-ū vowel), segment it into “ ” (-ā u).

• If it is “ ” (-u vowel), segment it into “ ” (-ā u).
• If it is “ ” (-ā vowel), segment it into the syllable sound “ ” (-ā u) or “ ” (-ā ā)
by referencing from Thai Pali dictionaries.

Figure 11. (color online) Rule for the group of syllable sound-segmented
letters consisting of the ending letters at the beginning

2.6.2. 2nd rule for syllable sound segmentation. The syllable sound segmentation rules for
the group of letters beginning with the ending letters and the group of letters beginning
with the ending letters are shown in Figure 12. To elaborate, the group segmentation
syllable sound of “ ” (-ā) vowel is segmented into the syllable sound “ ” (-a a) or “ ”
(-a ā) by referring to the dictionaries. Because the syllable sound of the two conditions
is (a) vowel sound, it does not have any initial consonant. When there is an initial
consonant sound, a vowel form does not occur. Thus, this rule is determined to segment
the “ ” (a) or “ ” (ā) sound according to the writing system.

Figure 12. (color online) Rule for the group of letters beginning with the
ending letters
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2.7. Back-transformation. The letter group classification process considers that there
is no group requiring sound segmentation or undergoing syllable sound segmentation for
the letter groups needing to be segmented. Then, the groups of letters will be referred to
the conditions presented in Table 3 to transform the words back to their original forms
before changing them for the Samas language process.

Table 3. Back-transformation rules

Figure 13 presents the example of the Samas segmentation of “ ” (saparivāra)

segmented into “ ” (sa parivāra), which is not part of the letter groups requiring
syllable sound segmentation. Hence, each group is checked with the word transformation

conditions, and “ ” (sa) should be corrected into “ ” (saha). Therefore, the final result

is “ ” (saha parivāra).

Figure 13. Example of Samas segmentation on the group of letters re-
quiring back-transformation

3. Experimental Results. The Pali Samas segmentation method presented in this re-
search was first performed by finding the segmentation locations before classifying the
words into groups of letters. If there are letters requiring syllable sound segmentation,
they will be segmented in accordance with the rules. Then, all the letter groups will be
referred to the back-transformation conditions to their original forms.

3.1. Samas segmentation location prediction model. There are 4,478 Samas words,
divided into 3,223 words for the training dataset, 359 for the validation dataset, and 896
words for the test dataset. Moreover, Samas words are expanded to have the same length
as the maximum length of the discovered word, which is 34 letters. Therefore, there are
3,223 × 34 = 109,582 locations for the training data, 359 × 34 = 12,206 locations for the
validation dataset, and 896 × 34 = 30,464 locations for the test dataset.
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(a) Accuracy (b) Loss

Figure 14. Results of the segmentation location prediction evaluation

The results of the model efficiency evaluation indicate that the accuracy values of the
training and validation datasets are 0.9921 and 0.9879, respectively, as shown in Figure
14(a). The loss values of the training and validation datasets are 0.0079 and 0.0073,
respectively, as shown in Figure 14(b).

The graphs of Figures 14(a) and 14(b) illustrate few distances and good-fit learning
potentials. This finding indicates that the model can learn well in the training process
and accurately predict the validation dataset, which has not been attempted before.

3.2. Samas word segmentation efficiency. The efficiency of the Samas word segmen-
tation method can be evaluated by two steps.

3.2.1. Efficiency of the Samas word segmentation location prediction model. The model
can be evaluated through a confusion matrix, precision, recall, and F1-score using the test
dataset of 896 Samas words. Each word is expanded to have 34 letters, so all the data for
the test will be 896 × 34 = 30,464 locations.

Figure 15 presents the confusion matrix of the prediction model. The columns portray
the real answers, and the rows portray the model’s answers. The efficiency of the segmen-
tation location prediction model can be evaluated by the precision recall and F1-score, as
shown in Table 4.

In Table 4, there are 30,464 locations of Samas words used as the dataset of the seg-
mentation locations, and the amount of data in Classes 0-4 are 6,744, 1,674, 587, 95,

Figure 15. (color online) Confusion matrix
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Table 4. Precision, recall, and F1-score of the Samas words’ segmentation location

Class Precision Recall F1-score The amount of data
0 0.9824 0.9840 0.9832 6,744
1 0.9470 0.9385 0.9427 1,674
2 0.9636 0.9932 0.9782 587
3 0.8554 0.7474 0.7978 95
4 1.0000 0.9999 1.0000 21,364

Micro-average 0.9497 0.9326 0.9404 30,464
Weighted-average 0.9920 0.9921 0.9920 30,464

and 21,364, respectively. Class 4 includes data the most because it is the post-padding
stage that expands all Samas words’ length equally. Class 1 has locations distancing from
Classes 2 and 3 because it does not include the Samas segmentation letters. Moreover,
the Samas segmentation letters are divided into Classes 1-3, which have ending letters
that may be a consonant or vowel, letters that require syllable sound segmentation, and
letters that need to be removed. Thus, the number of data is very different.
Table 5 presents a comparison between the prediction results of the model through

the micro-average and weighted-average. The findings indicate that the F1-score before
text augmentation provides less values, which means less accuracy in the segmentation
location prediction.

Table 5. Comparison between the average values of the precision, recall,
and F1-score before and after text augmentation

Precision Recall F1-score

Before text augmentation
Micro-average 0.8509 0.7080 0.7270

Weighted-average 0.9873 0.9876 0.9872

After text augmentation
Micro-average 0.9497 0.9326 0.9404

Weighted-average 0.9920 0.9921 0.9920

3.2.2. Thai Pali segmentation efficiency. Regarding the evaluation presented in Section
3.2.1, the model can predict segmentation locations in the 896 words of the validation
dataset, i.e., 896 × 34 = 30,464 locations and obtains high precision. However, the Samas
words used for the test in this study generate more than two words after segmentation.
A wrong prediction can affect the segmentation. Therefore, if there is a wrong location,
the prediction will be considered failure. From the test, the model can correctly predict
749 of 896 Samas words and segment all of the 749 words correctly.
Table 6 points out a comparison between the splitting results of the purpose model,

which indicates a percent of correctly predicted Samas segmentation locations before
the text augmentation provides more values. This finding means a high accuracy of the
proposed segmentation method.

3.3. Segmentation evaluation by words that do not occur in the Thai Pali
Samas corpus. The Samas dataset is divided into the training, validation, and test
datasets, which are used after the analysis of the Samas segmentation patterns, including
the rules for adjusting the segmentation. We interview the expert about the rules for
segmentation, questioning whether they are designed to adjust the Samas words in the
dataset or not. Hence, we choose 200 new Samas words from the Magalatthadipani
book and then select only the words that have never appeared in any of our dataset.
Consequently, we obtain additional 124 words for the test with which the model can
correctly segment 99 words (79.83%).
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Table 6. Accuracy of the proposed segmentation method

Correctly predicted Samas
segmenting locations

Wrongly
predicted

Correct
segmentation

Incorrect
segmentation

segmenting
locations

Before text augmentation
399 words
(72.28%)

2 words
(0.36%)

151 words
(27.36%)

After text augmentation
734 words
(81.91%)

15 words
(1.68%)

147 words
(16.41%)

The sample results of our purpose are as follows: the Samas word (mahāsakuna
saṅgha) may be divided into two implications, including three words, (mahā
sakuna saṅgha), which means the flock of big birds’ flock, or two words, including

(mahāsakuna saṅgha), which means the flock of big birds. However, the ob-
jective of the segmentation proposed in this research is to segment Samas words that
can be searched in the dictionary. Therefore, the presented segmentation result of the
word (mahāsakunasaṅgha) as (mahāsakuna saṅgha) is considered a
wrong segmentation. The other Samas word (davādasahattha) has the correct
segmentation location prediction, but its back-transformation is incorrect.

4. Conclusions and Future Works. This research presents a Thai Pali Samas word
segmentation method by applying BiLSTM and the rules derived from the Samas segmen-
tation pattern analysis. The dataset used includes 2,757 Samas words compiled by a Pali
language expert. The researchers also created additional 4,478 Samas words using the text
augmentation method mentioned in Section 2.2. The segmentation location prediction
evaluation is implemented using the validation dataset with the precision, recall, and F1-
score. The accuracy is 99.21%. However, considering the correct prediction, the correct
words are 83.05%, and the percentage drops to 81.91% after applying this result with the
rules. Ultimately, after we have implemented the further test, the complete segmentation
on the entire words has an accuracy of 79.83%. For future work, the identification type of
Thai Pali words as Samas, Sandhi or normal word will be researched and developed. The
automatic identification of a word’s type before passing it to the segmentation process will
be useful for creating tools for Thai Pali translation. The innovation from the integration
of computational linguistics and Buddhism will be an encouragement for understanding
Buddhist principles.
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